Clinical determination of folates: recent analytical strategies and challenges.
Since the introduction of liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry in clinical laboratories, folate analysis has shifted from microbiological or protein-binding assays to chromatographic methods. Now, it is possible to sensitively and selectively determine several folate species in clinical samples where only a total folate content could be quantified using a microbiological or a binding assay. Although several chromatographic methods have been developed, validated, and published, interlaboratory variability limits the comparability of the results. In this review, we provide an overview of the latest strategies for sampling, sample treatment, and analysis and how these may influence the final analytical result. Among the variables covered are the effect of pH, temperature, and storage and the use of antioxidants and anticoagulants on analyte stability. In addition, we highlight the importance of correct assay calibration and the use of (labeled) certified reference materials in order to obtain correct and comparable results among different laboratories. Graphical abstract ᅟ.